
SESSION 13. FINDING GENES

In the world of snurps



Methods of gene prediction

 Computational gene prediction

 De novo (or ab initio) approaches

◼ Use statistical signals in DNA sequences that are characteristics of protein-coding genes

 Homology-based approaches

◼ Aligning to known mRNA or protein sequences or even HMMs to a genomic sequence

◼ Require that known mRNAs and protein sequence information is available

cDNA sequencing(short or long) → full-length gene



Signals for de novo prediction

 Signals for de novo prediction

 Words (nucleotide k-mer) frequencies from coding sequences (Bishop 1994) + Start/Stop codons

 Exon-Intron boundary in Eukaryotes

 Length of exons and introns (not random)

 Polyadenylation signals (AATAAA)



The splicing machinary

 Splicing

 Two sequential trans-esterification 

reactions by spliceosomes

 First, a branch site adenosine attacks 

the 5’ splice site (donor site)

 Second, the free 3’ end of the first 

exon attacks the 3’ splice site 

(acceptor site)

 Then, two exons become covalently 

joined and the intron is released in the 

form of a lariat structure



The spliceosomes

 Spliceosomes (RNA+protein complexes)

 Includes a number of snRNPs (pronounced snurps)

 U1, U2, U4, U5, and U6 snRNPs

 U1 interacts with 5’ splice site and U2 interacts with the 

branch site



Exon-junction motif analysis reveals splice signals (GU-

AG + branch site) 

Sequence logo height = 2-entropy(nt)

Proportion = proportion of ACGT

GCCACTA

GCCACTA

CTCAGAC

CTCACGT

AGCTGCT

TTCTGTC

TTCTGTC

ATCTGTC

Entropy = -σ𝑝log2 𝑝



Exon-junction signals can be defined by U1 and U2 

base pairing



Splice site PSSM

Pseudocount

Frequency



Splice site PSSM

Probability 

Log-odd : log (Fij/Fexp)

Fexp = .25

Fexp = Pi / Total P, i={A, C, G, T}

TCCTGTCCCAGGTAGGGAA

Or



make_matrix.py

python make_matrix.py splice5.txt >matrix5.txt



score.py

python score.py matrix5.txt > score5



Visualization with R
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